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All over the world, the promise of increasing wealth has left behind a huge population of people who
are unable to continually afford the inflating price of housing along with other basic services.

Some people become homeless when that last paycheck is unable to cover rent for another month
and they are evicted. Then, not having a home, and couch surfing to survive being hard on the schedule,
they begin to experience trouble at work, they lose the ability to return to regular housing, and they
become homeless.

Others see the problem of the inflating economy and the slavery of debt-based home finance or
permanent payout to a slum lord and refuse to play by the crooked rules of their game, they opt out,
they are now out camping, homeless by choice.

In the United States especially, homelessness is associated with the worst elements in society; the
ones we are at war with; drug users, anarchists, the poor. This societal psychological distancing is
required so the public will accept the regular abuses that they pay the police to perpetrate against
those less than human. These protectors of justice strictly enforce that the laws forbidding the homeless
to sleep in any but well hidden scarce shelters, thus protecting the public from seeing the reality and
feeling the shame that they have not taken any real action to help the less fortunate.

Often programs to assist the poor and homeless are corpgov pork programs to steal from the taxpayer
and grease the palms of a few cronies.

The homeless should be the ward of the radical since we are clearly the only ones who will take up
their cause. There have been repeated stories of the homeless being paid by ”corpgov activism” to picket
for a cause; the homeless are our natural allies, not theirs.

One of the most frightening aspects of not having a permanent address is the loss of most of your
civil rights. Since you likely do not own the property where you camp (even if you do) the police and
courts will empower themselves to search and seize your property either for trespass or for possibly
being stolen. If the police can leave the scene with your things and not give you a receipt they have
become defacto owners of your things and you will have no way to retrieve them.

The most vile aspect of state abuse of the homeless is taken in the name of child welfare. If the state
feels that it has a compelling reason, it will confiscate your child and place them in a home where they
will be properly programmed as good corpgov citizens.

Many homeless people suffer from depression, as either a cause or effect felt by those who have
been cast out against their will, without their corpgov insurance to pump them with prescription
antidepressants. They often turn to taxed alcohol abuse or reliance on hard drugs. We must as brothers
and sisters radicalize this population and give them something to strive for. If we let the welfare system
do our job these people will be deactivated with a meager income just enough to keep them from trying
to have a life. This tactic of depression and payoff has been effectively used to destroy (North American)
Native, African originating, and other minority peoples movements in the United States and Canada.

In our world we are seeing the full extent of the greed and manipulation that banking and finance can
exert onto the basic human need of a safe place to lay their head for the night. This basic desire along
with the need for an expensive education have been harnessed through the use of loans at interest paid off
over around half an average lifetime to enslave the Amerikan and much of the worlds population. Fearing
for their house and confiscation of their worldly goods a person becomes a willing or unwilling robotic
tool for the super rich who need a moving economy to harvest from. Because low cost alternatives
to the traditional condo and house allow a way out of this contrived enslavement there is immense
political pressure to destroy these alternatives in the name of keeping housing market prices up. When
demonstrating against corporations let at least part of your wrath fall upon these banks.
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Free Shelter Articles
The Street - Surviving houseless.
Low Impact Crashing How to crash in almost any building or room without needing traditional

appliances.
Free Land Buying a small piece or squatting a National Park.
Backpacking - Stealth camping, staying in a hammock or bivy bag.
Camping - Living out of a tent.
Urban Living - For all the ways of finding undisturbed sleep, starting a housing co-op
Free Furniture - Creative methods for kitting out your dig.
Rural Living - Everything country sleep related.
Squatting Seth Tobacmans 1987 pamphlet edited and updated by the Steal This Wiki team
Not in Free shelter but useful:
Community Centers - Ask in infoshops and social centers.
Communes - Finding and starting your own.
Tree sitting - Live rent free supported by brothers and sisters while fighting corpgov
Get a Job - Volunteering on farms, all expenses payed, or cashing up.
Vacations - Drifting
Liberate - Finding free shelter in specific cities.
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